
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of acquisition
marketing. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for acquisition marketing

Assist in planning quarterly mass marketing programs for the Residential
Acquisition team to increase sales in Ontario and Atlantic
Execute and manage timeline of project deliverables, ensuring marketing
programs are launch successfully as planned
Manage internal readiness requirements, keep abreast of status and deliver
on timelines effectively
Work with cross functional teams to ensure alignment of key project
deliverables
Own, understand, monitor and track against business objectives for the
programs you are responsible for, identify trends, and provide insights and
recommendations on outcomes
Collaborate with Brand Marketing, Sales, Go-to-Market, Public Relations,
Social Media, Product Marketing and Training to deliver strong marketing
plans that deliver on Rogers' objectives
Develop and execute channel strategies and partnerships that help scale
adoption for the offerings, strategic partnerships with existing sources of
delivery capacity
Quantify volume needs into driver demands and manage the business on a
week to week basis by setting up process and structure
Drive demand generation and promotional cadence/execution
Having worked in a startup marketing role, established new process, tools,
initiatives, models will be needed
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Must have a Bachelor’s degree in advertising, communications, marketing or
a similar field
Must have 10+ years of marketing experience vast majority of experience in
digital marketing for consumer facing businesses with progressively
increasing responsibilities, revenue goals and team size
Internationally/Domestic
Deep knowledge of global online business models, digital technology and
social marketing, different routes to market (Paid/Earned media) and
channels (affiliate, email)
Strong analytical thinker with a proven track record of providing actionable
insights and clear strategic direction
Experience with digital marketing analytics (Paid Search or Programmatic
preferred)
Proficient with quantitative test design and analysis


